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Abstract: Nowadays, Anti-Theft Wallet is adrift in the market. Comparing this Anti-Theft Wallet with the commonplace wallet, 
which is available in the market, Anti-Theft Wallet has several features. We all neglect our wallets at community places or at the 
railway stations or airports or anywhere. So by using this wallet we can overcome the disadvantages of the typical wallet. By 
using Anti-Theft Wallet we can mark out the place of the wallet indicate the pictures of the theft and many supplementary.The 
smart wallet is always expensive than the regular carrier, but it is consistently well-made and looks glossy along with some extra 
tech incentive. So in this paper, we propose a Smart wallet with features like notification to users, about for feature of our wallet 
and location of our wallet. In addition, we introduce a second service unit to construct the progressive manner to rotate the 
ability and word-hard. Besides, we accept an adversity recovery strategy in our proposed manner in case of any adversity. 
According to the consecutive states of each service unit, Anti-Theft Wallet have three functional models and can be switched 
efficiently. Theoretical investigation and tests illustrate that: Anti-Theft Wallet can attain higher accessibility compared with the 
usual online wallet architecture, and users will not suffer a hammering as long as the number of lost secretive keys is less than 
50 percent of the users’ total number of secretive keys. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The last decade has seen incredible development in use of internet and mobile phone in India. Cumulative use of internet, mobile 
saturation and government initiative such as Digital India are acting as compound  which clues towards exponential progress in use 
of digital payment. Microchip technology User deal made at point  of sale (POS) for facilities and goods either through internet 
banking or mobile banking using smart phone  or card payment are called as digital payment. The user alertness of digital payment 
has a signficant and  positive effect on approval of digital payment. The organized survey was used as research tool for  
understanding user awareness of digital payment. Primary data was collected from 150 plaintiffs in Delhi.  ANOVA and frequency 
analysis was used to investigate the answers. ANOVA explicit that there is no significant change in user getting based on the 
demographic factors such as gender, age, profession and once yearly  income of the patients. However education was invent to 
significant influence intended at implementation of  digital. It has been said that every disturbance creates prospects and one such 
disturbance was the statement of demonetization by Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi on 08 November 2016.  Demonetization 
moulded huge progress vision for digital payment in India and the digital wallet companies attired the scenarios with both the hands 
to expand their market share. Demonetization has unfilled a unique raised area for acceptance of digital payment, as an 
supernumerary to cash for Indian users Acceptance of cashless transaction has been significantly pressed by Prime Minister Mr. 
Narendra Modi as portion of government reshuffles after demonetization of high value cash of Rs. 500 and 1000 (86 percent of cash 
circulation). The demonetization resulted in incomparable progress in digital compensation. By February this year, digital wallet 
companies consumed revealed a evolution of 271 percent for a total value of US 2.8 billion (Rs. 191 crores),Indian administration 
and sheltered segment companies such as Paytm, Freecharge and Mobikwik had remained violently strident numerous digital 
payment applications, including the Aadhaar Expense app, the UPI app, and the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) 
established the Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) app 
 

II. LITRATURE REVIEW 
Almost every one of us disremembers our wallets at restaurants, offices, shops, etc. Millions of people lose their wallets every 
particular year, some terrible ones have been sufferers of wallet theft too. Losing our wallet is always a worrying experience. The 
loss of valuable cash, the difficult task of abandoning credit/debit cards & reapplying for government ID cards, and many more. So 
we have residential the information of Anti-theft Wallet. This is not a unique idea, for the implementation of Anti-theft Wallet, the 
idea has existed for two years ago, by Azat Tovmasyan when he lost his wallet and deal over a month getting his lost documents to 
disseminate. This is yet a unique plan for designing an Anti-theft Wallet with the camera module, GSM-GPS module, and Bluetooth 
module for the broadcast of data.  
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This idea is executed in Armenian. A similar kind of smart wallet by company Walli was carrying out one year ago, this wallet 
includes a card slot, a long-term battery, and authorization. We have equipped the Anti-theft Wallet with numerous structures which 
perceive the vanished wallet. Even with looking naturally attractive, it really goes the extra mile. Hidden under the plastic exterior is 
a built-in power bank that offers to charge. In accumulation, it uses its connection to the app on your Smartphone to recognize when 
to activate. In the planned system the Wallet will be working in two modes specifically common- mode and absent mode.When we 
are away from the Wallet the Wallet enters into the absent mode 
 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
In this section, we describe the block diagram of the proposed system of Smart Wallet. Each unit of the system is described as 
follows 

 
A. Mobile Module (Smartphone) 
This is the system that is consolidated with the wallet with the help of the Bluetooth Module. When the wallet enters in the missing 
mode the position of the wallet would be tracked with help of this unit. The image of the theft would be sent to this section. 
Bluetooth module is going to communicate with a smart wallet with the help of this system. 
 
B. Bluetooth Module 
This module is basically handed down for the Bluetooth Distance alarm system. At the start, we have to pair our wallet with our 
mobile unit with the help of this unit. If the wallet goes far away from the distance of 10m then the alarm in the mobile unit will 
indicate that the wallet has entered in lost mode and also beep the buzzer. Bluetooth module HC05 is used in this system 

 
C. Processor Unit 
This is the main component of our Project. This part controls the entire system of Anti-theft Wallet. In Anti-theft Wallet, we are 
going to using the Ardunio Nano Processor board. All the instructions are executed by this Component. All the instructions of the 
user are managed by this component. The Bluetooth module is controlled by this component. 

 
D. Power Supply Unit 
This part provides a power supply to each and every module in our project, Some modules need a 5V  supply while some modules 
need a 9V supply voltage. So a irregular supply voltage is provided by this part. 

 
IV. NEED OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

There are roughly solicitations of replicated cash on the internet. Some of them are Paytm, Freecharge, and Mobikwik. All these 
presentations deliver merchandise like bill payments, DTH recharge, etc. Paytm also has its individual online shopping portal where 
an enumerated customer can shop and pay via the application itself. All these solicitations work on a credit system. The consumer 
has to give his credit card number once and then his account is connected to the app. So at any time he makes a transaction, the app 
impulsively sends a demand to the related bank for credit payment. Thousands of people have established these apps to be very 
useful and efficient. It saves a lot of time when we use these apps in their place of physical or plastic cash. The user has to only use 
plastic cash once while registering. We are manipulative a wallet based on blockchain technology which will be more secure than 
the above wallets. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Taking into account the foreseen scientific evolutions, the strategies announced by the banks and by the card issuer companies, as 
well as the improved needs of the buyers and merchandisers concerning the safety measures and flexibility of the communication, 
we consider that the upcoming electronic expense systems will be based on the following defining elements: the mobile 
environments and devices, the electronic wallet and standards meant to increase the flexibility of the connections. This application 
will definitely cover the way for a protected, fast, and high-tech way of connections. The Anti-theft Wallet will give a customer the 
freedom to shop and pay from anywhere with just a click of a key and with no kinds of doubts concerning the refuge. The 
connections   that  took a lot of  time will now be  finished   in a matter of seconds 
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